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1. Introduction 
 

The given paper considers the task of supporting the railway schedule in information systems (IS). 
The main problems of holding the schedule in the database are connected with the great number of its 
variants conditioned by season changes of the railway changes, different days of the week, planned and 
unplanned repair works, re-arranging holidays and weekdays and other factors. The schedule-supporting 
task can be solved by means of a calendar stating the ply of each train on each day of the year. However, 
the number of entries describing on what day, at what time and at what station each train will be having  
a stop, will approximately equal the product of the number of trains by the average number of stops and 
by the number of days covered by the schedule. With this approach we will need about 2 million records 
to hold the local Latvian railway schedule in the relational database and for larger railway companies  
the volume of the corresponding database will increase by about ten times. Moreover, holding the 
schedule for several years will increase the number of records up to hundreds of millions. However, the 
main problem of the above approach lies not so much in the volume of the stored data but in the 
trustworthiness of these data and in the operativeness of entering changes in the schedule. When these 
changes are frequent, the task becomes much more complicated. 

The above-mentioned circumstances have served the basis for carrying out the given research,  
in which we suggest the principle of realizing the schedule system on the basis of the temporal database 
principles [1, 2]. In the given paper, the authors consider the issues of building a temporal database (TDB) 
of the railway schedule with the use of the periodicity parameters and temporal elements. The suggested 
approach is applied in designing the informational system of the inland Latvian railway train schedule.  

 
2. Temporal Database Model in the System of the Railway Schedule 

 
Principles of designing a temporal database assume that the database holds all objects versions  

and access to all of them is available for the user [1]. The TDB peculiarities are first of all connected  
with using the stored objects of the temporal database for the VIEW. The main concept in the temporal 
model is lifespan. It means the duration of time period associated with the existence of the object in  
a concrete state.  

One of the serious problems occurring in the considered IS of the railway schedule is connected with 
the overlapping of the objects’ lifespan, when one schedule overlaps another (see Fig. 1). The peculiarity 
of the given situation is that, the object when changed cannot lose the actuality of its state either in  
the past or in the future – for a certain period only it is substituted by another version. As a result, more 
than one actual tuple describing different versions of the same object’s property can exist at one time.  
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The latter contradicts the very idea of TDB, therefore it is necessary to trace and settle such situations by 
making special data queries. 

To explain the considered case we refer to example shown on Figure 1. We assume that  
the variable tn means the moment of reviewing. The season railway schedule is fixed in February  
for the period from the moment t1 to t6. Later on in March, the schedule is changed for the period from  
the moment t2 to t4, and then in April, we make one more change for the period from t3 to t5. For the inquiry 
of the train traffic at the moment tn1, we’ll get the schedule fixed in February for [t1, t6], at the moment tn2 – 
the schedule fixed in April for [t3, t5], and at the moment tn3 we again have the schedule for [t1, t6]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Crossing of object lifespan in DB of the railway schedule system 
 

In practice, the train may have simultaneously several valid schedules for a long period. In this 
situation, every schedule is fixed with the account of the days of traffic and with the use of different 
periodicity characteristics, for example: on the weekdays, on the rest-days, on the particular rest-days,  
on the first weekday, on the last day of the weekend (which sometimes may be Monday), on the even,  
on the odd days, etc.  

Let us take as an example a multi-variant train schedule presented on Figure 2. And we can see, 
for the train numbered n there are two basic schedules, one for the weekdays – wd, the second one for  
the rest-days – rd. Both schedules are actual in the time period [t1, t4], but in different weekdays. Then, 
for repair works we make a change in the schedule of the given train on Tuesdays and Thursdays for  
the time period from t2 to t3. Thus, in the time period [t2, t3] we already have three actual schedule 
versions valid for the days, which correspond to the characteristics wd, rd and Tue, Thu, with only one 
schedule version wd or rd, or Tue, Thu valid for one day. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Variety of the train schedule’s valid versions: wd, rd and Tue, Thu 
 
We shall illustrate the former statement with the diagram on Figure 3, in which the axis “Day of Week” 

shows the weekdays in the following sequence: 1 – Monday, 2 – Tuesday, etc. The granularity level of this 
schedule equals one day; therefore, we can state that time in our system has a discrete character and  
the versions possess the property of periodicity. As we can see on the figure, on different weekdays,  
one version from the three ones is the actual train schedule, and the other two are in the “shadow zone”  
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at the moment [1]. Here, the train schedule for Tuesdays and Thursdays (characteristic Tue,Thu) overlaps 
the weekday schedule with the characteristic rd (see Fig. 3).  

 

 
Figure 3. Periodicity in the train schedule 

However, with the exception of the periodical versions of the train schedule, there may be one-time 
schedule changes. These are referred to holidays and additionally fixed holidays or cancelled holidays. 
Point out such case of the schedule change when a weekday changes place with a rest-day. Thus, for example, 
in 2007, in Latvia, Monday April 30 (weekday) changed place with Saturday April 14 (rest-day). As a result, 
the trains of the April 30 schedule pursued according to the April 14 (rest-day) schedule and vice versa. 
Such changes or special fixations sometimes cause paradoxes. For example, in 2007 Monday November 19 was 
fixed as an additional rest-day and all trains on this day plied according to the November 18 (rest-day) 
schedule, which caused the periodicity failure as it is shown on Figure 4. It should be added that some 
trains with the periodicity of the Sunday day were cancelled on November 18 due to the fact that a regular 
Sunday day is also the last rest-day of the week and additional Sunday day trains are fixed to carry 
passengers from traditional places of rest on these days. 

 
Figure 4. Failure in the periodicity of the train schedule 

For the correct work of the schedule system with the account of all the above non-trivial rules,  
we need a clear formalization of the task setting and describing the schedule temporal model. For this, we 
will take a group of sets characterizing the rules of forming the trains’ traffic periodicity, the railway 
objects and the schedule system as a whole. 
 
3. Formalization of the Schedule Model 
 
3.1. Mathematical Description of the Railway Schedule System  
 

To describe the objects and the rules we will take a number of basic sets: 
}...,,,{ 21 ksssS =  is a set of all railway stations, where k is the power of set S; 

}...,,,{ 21 mnnnN =  is a set of the railway trains where m  is the power of set N ; 
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We will define the train with number Nn∈  by the vector of the following type: 
{ }><><><= αα TsTsTsv nnn ,,...,,,, )(

2
)(

21
)(

1 , where the couple >< j
n

j Ts ,)( defines the j-th train stop, in 

particular, the name of the station Ss n
j ∈)(  and the time of the train departure jT ; α  is the number of  

the train stops on the schedule v .  
For the train numbered n , we can keep several schedule versions characterized by the validity 

period, time of fixation and periodicity. Correspondingly, we take the following schedule parameters:  

st  is start time when the schedule version comes into action; 

et  is end time when the schedule version expires; 

fixt  is fixation time, i.e. the moment of entering the given version of the train schedule in the database; 

C  is the periodicity characteristic used to define the days for which the given schedule will be valid.  
Characteristic C  presents a logical expression consisting of one or more statements of comparison, 

which are connected by the logical operations ∧∨, and ¬  (see [4]). Each statement is an elementary 
parameter of the ip  periodicity and defines belonging of the day to a particular group, for example,  
“the day is an even day of the week”; it may be True or False. Elementary periodicity parameters form 
such a set of attributes on which base we can build logical expressions setting any more complicated 
periodicity. So, we can write  

 )1 ; λ,if(pC i == ,  (1) 

where };{ FalseTruepi ≡Β∈ , λ  is the number of elementary parameters of the periodicity in 
characteristic C . 

We are going to consider different variants of the periodicity parameter given by the set 
}...,,,{ 21 πpppP =  where π  is the set power; the set elements are the following statements: ed is  

“any weekday” (used in case of daily train ply); wd is “work day” (used in case of work days ply); rd  
is “rest-day”; Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun are “the corresponding weekday”; pd is “the even day  
of the week”; nd is “the odd day of the week”; lh  is “the last rest-day of the week”;  fw  is “the first work 
day of the week”; etc. 

To identify a concrete version of the schedule for the train with number Nn∈  we will use  
the tuple esfix tttCn ,,,, . Then, the i-th version )(n

iv of the schedule for the train number Nn∈ will be 
defined by the tuple:  

{ }αα TsTsTstttCnv nnn
esfix

n
i ,,...,,,,,,,,, )(

2
)(

21
)(

1
)( = . (2) 

Let { })()(
2

)(
1

)( ...,,, n
g

nnn vvvV =  be the set of all versions of the schedule for train with number 
Nn∈ , where g  is the set power equal to the number of versions of the n-th train schedule;  

then { })()()( ...,,, 21 mnnn VVVV =  is a set of all versions of all trains’ schedules. 
Then, we introduce the sets characterizing exceptions in the periodicity fixed directly.  

{ })()(
2

)(
1 ,,,)( CCC exexexCEX θK=  is a set of days-exceptions )(C

jex , which are given the C  
characteristic, where θ  is the power of set )(CEX . Special example of the set )(CEX  are given by  
the set { })()(

2
)(

1 ...,,,)( wd
w

wdwd exexexwdEX =  setting additionally fixed work days by the periodicity 

characteristic wdC = and the set { })()(
2

)(
1 ...,,,)( rd

q
rdrd exexexrdEX =  determining additionally fixed rest-

days with the periodicity characteristic rdC = ; 
{ })(,,,)(,,)(, 2211 ll CEXCCEXCCEXCEX K=  is the set of all exceptions for similar 

periodicity characteristics, where l is the power of the set EX ; the elements of set EX  re-define  
the periodicity attributes for the dates indicated in )(CEX . 

}...,,,{ 21 μzzzZ = is the set of dates transferred (changed) in the trains’ schedule, where iz  is a couple 

of days 21,dd  determining that the schedule fixed for 1d date is now fixed for the 2d date; μ  is  
the power of set Z . 
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3.2. Formalization of the Periodicity Model  
 

To define the time in which the version of a particular train schedule becomes urgent for the whole 
period of its lifespan, we will use the notion of temporal elements TE  [3]. Element )(CTE  for 

wdC = is a finite union of intervals t during wd is active: (wd)(wd) t...t λ∪∪1 and )(wdTE also can be 

denoted by the set { })()(
1 ,..., wdwd tt λ . In this way )(CTE  for wdC = , rdC =  and ThuTueC ∨=  (see 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) can be defined as follows: 

{ }es ttwdTE  ...,[71,75],[64,68],...,,)( = , (3) 

{ }es ttrdTE .,[83,84],..[76,77],[69,70],,...,)( = , (4) 

{ }es ttThuTueTE .,[67,67],..[65,65],,...,)( =∨ , (5) 

where [64,68]  is the time interval expressed in days of the year (64 – Monday, 68 – Friday, st  and et  are 
denoted as the start and end points of the interval ],[ es ttt = . 

Thus, the temporal element represents a calculable multitude of the dates’ ranges and serves for 
determining the time in which the version of a particular train schedule becomes topical for all its life 
cycle. The TЕ comprises all the information about the schedule periodicity, takes into account all 
operative changes, the overlaps of some versions, the replacements. 

As it is seen from the formulae (3)–(5), temporal elements TE of the schedule versions possess 
periodicity, therefore, to get the whole set of the TE values, we introduce the extension function ( )CExt  [3]. 
E.g., if FriWedMonC ∨∨=  is the definition of Monday, Wednesday and Friday, ( )CExt  gives as 
output the set of all Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays in the time interval of the following schedule 
version. The periodic event in the time range ],[ 41 tt  will be presented as a pair Ctt ],,[ 41 , and the set of 
the )(CTE  values in the given time range as the extension function Bounded Extension in the format 

( )CttBExt ],,[ 41 . With the employment of the used definitions and functions, we define the temporal 
element for the periodicity characteristic C  in the time range ],[ es tt  as follows: 

( ) )],,([)],,([],,[)( CttEXCttEXCttBExtCTE eseses ¬−∪= , (6) 

where )()],,([ CEXCttEX es ⊆  is the set of exceptions of the periodicity characteristic C acting in  

the period of the schedule version validity: ]},[|{)],,([ )()(
es

CC
es ttexexCttEX ∈= ; 

C¬  is the set of days which are subject to the change of the periodicity attributes except the C 
characteristic. 

Thus, the expressions (3), (4) and (5) will look as follows: 

( ) )],,([)],,([],,[)( 414141 rdttEXwdttEXFriThuWedTueMonttBExtwdTE −∪∨∨∨∨= ; (7) 

( ) )],,([)],,([],,[)( 414141 wdttEXrdttEXSunSatttBExtrdTE −∪∨= ; (8) 

( ) )],,(['],,[)( 3232 SunSatFriWedMonttEXThuTuettBExtThuTueTE ∨∨∨∨−∨=∨ . (9) 

Example. Calculation of the temporal element for even days of the month, except Tuesday, can be 
presented as follows: 

( ) )],,([],,[)( 3232 TuendttEXTuepdttBExtTuepdTE ∨−¬∧=¬∧ . (10) 

For periodicity characteristics we have formulated the given essential rule: coverings of the temporal 
scale, which correspond to the periodicity characteristics C  and C¬  never overlap, in other 
words ∅=¬∩ )()( CExtCExt . Examples of calculating the periodicity characteristic C¬  are illustrated 
in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Examples of performing a complement operation on ¬ on the C statement 
 
Statement C  Statement C¬  

wd  rd  

rd  wd  

Mon  SunSatFriThuWedTue ∨∨∨∨∨  

ThuTue∨  SunSatFriWedMon ∨∨∨∨  

Tuepd ¬∧  Tuend ∨  
 
It is significant that we will use temporal elements in order to define actual versions of the trains’ 

schedule. Thus, the version of schedule iv for train number Nn∈ , defined by expression (2), may be 
specified using a temporal element: 

{ }αα TsTsTstCTEnv nnn
fixi ,,...,,,,,),(, )(

2
)(

21
)(

1= , (11) 

where temporal element ),( fixtCTE  is formed with the account of the fixation time fixt of schedule iv  

and defines all the dates for which the given version is actual.  
Temporal element ),( )(i

fixi tCTE , besides periodicity attribute characteristics and date changes, takes 

into account the cases of the schedules’ overlap. When spotting such conflicts, similar dates are excluded 
in that of the two temporal elements, which finds correspondence with the earlier fixation time fixt . Then, 

the definition ),( )(i
fixi tCTE  presents a recursive function. Recursive essence is also found in the fact that 

 in calculating of one temporal element there are used the temporal elements of later versions, which 
elements, in turn, are defined in the same way: 

U
)(

)()( ),()(),(
ij vVv

j
fixji

i
fixi tCTECTEtCTE

∈

−= , (12) 

where )( ivV  is the set of versions of the schedule for n-th train, which time periods cover partly  
the period of version iv  and elements of )( ivV  are fixed later than version iv ; the set )( ivV  can be found 
by formula:  

{ })()()()()()()( ],[],[;|)( i
fix

j
fix

j
e

j
s

i
e

i
s

n
jji ttttttVvvvV >∧∅≠∩∈= ; (13) 

U
)(

)( ),(
ij vVv

j
fixj tCTE

∈

 defines the set of dates, for which versions of the schedule )( ij vVv ∈ are actual and 

which overlap the schedule iv  and have higher priority.  

The condition of recursion termination is fulfilled when such a version of the schedule )(n
last Vv ∈  

for train with number n is reached for which we will not spot any other version of this train schedule 
)(n

j Vv ∈ , satisfying the condition: )()()()()()( ],[],[ last
fix

j
fix

j
e

j
s

last
e

last
s tttttt >∧∅≠∩ , here lastj ≠ . Then, from 

(13) we have .)( ∅=lastvV  
Let us note that after the correction of )(CTE according to the formula (12), temporal elements of 

different schedule versions for one train never overlap, i.e. we satisfy the rule: 

∅=∩ ),(),( )()( j
fixj

i
fixi tCTEtCTE  for .;,...2,1, jigji ≠=  

To take into account all date changes, the temporal elements of versions for schedule 
)(n

i Vv ∈ should be transformed as follows:  

+− −∪= ii
i

fixi
i

fixi zztCTEtCTE ),(),( )()( ;       gi ,...,2,1= , (14) 
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where 
)},(,,,|{ )(

2211
i

fixii tCTEdZzddzdz ∈∈>=<=−  is the set of dates, which should be excluded from  
the temporal element of version iv  since they subject to change; 

)},(,,,|{ )(
1211

i
fixii tCTEdZzddzdz ∈∈>=<=+ is the set of dates, which should be included in the temporal 

element of version iv since its temporal element ),( )(i
fixi tCTE  comprises the date which schedule is 

standard for the date to be updated. 
On Figure 5 the schedule change from Friday April 13 to Saturday April 14 is illustrated, which 

means excluding April 14 from the temporal element of schedule #2 for the rest-days (rd) and including it 
in the temporal element of schedule #1 for the weekdays (wd). 

Function ( )CttBExt es ],,[  defines the dots of the time period within the diapason ],[ es tt , 
responding the periodicity characteristic C . The basis of the function is checking every dot ],[ es ttx∈  for 
correspondence to the logical expression C . This check means including the reviewed date x  in every 
statement incorporated into C ; as a result, we get a certain complicated statement )(xC built on the base 
С for day х. 

 

 
Figure 5. The schedule of change of one day for another 

The result TruexC =)(  means that day x  satisfies the periodicity characteristic of schedule C , 
while FalsexC =)(  means that for day x  another version of the schedule is actual. Then, the set of dots 
of the time axis within the diapason ],[ es tt corresponding to the periodicity attribute C  is calculated in  
the following way: 

)],,([)(]),[( CttBExtxxCttx eses ∈→∈∀ . (15) 

For an example of calculating according to formulae (15), we consider the definition of dates in 
the diapason ],[ es tt , which are the workdays and the even days of the month. We may put down  
the solution of this task as follows: 

[ ] )],,([)is()is(]),[( wdpdttBExtxwdxpdxttx eses ∧∈→∧∈∀ . (16) 

Generally, in calculating the expression )(xC , we have, at first, to work out all the elementary 
expressions )(xp  constituting it, and then to subject the received results (1 – True or 0 – False) to  
the operations ∧∨, and ¬  forming the expression C . Let us note that )(xp  means the expression built 
on the basis of the periodicity parameter р for day x  .  

For calculating the expressions )(xp  for the majority of possible elements of the set P , it is 
enough to know the coordinates of the reviewed dot on the time axis. For example, if we know the date, 
we can calculate out the day of the week and thus, to check it for the correspondence to the periodicity 
attributes Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat and Sun, and using the rule of correlation of the weekdays to 
defining the rest days, we can check it for the correspondence to the attributes wd  and rd . 
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Still, there are such attributes for which check up it is not enough to know the coordinates of  
the reviewed dot, and we need to know periodicity attributes of the other days. The examples of such 
“complicated” periodicity are the first and the last days of the rest-days’ group. To define them, we need 
to know the periodicity attributes of the adjacent days: the day before the reviewed date in case of the day 
of the rest-days’ group and the day after the reviewed date for the last day of that group. Difficulty is 
added by the fact that for these adjacent days there might have been fixed changes or substitutions, and 
we need to take into account the periodicity attributes of all these changes. 
 
4. Calculation of Temporal Elements 

 
The procedure of calculating the ТЕ may start with any version and covers those schedule versions 

which will be entered into the system afterwards. This procedure has two main stages. 
The first stage. Calculation of the temporal element )(CTE with the account of the C  periodicity 

and the EX  exclusions under the formula (5).  
The second stage. Correction of the temporal element under the formula (8): account of the 

versions’ overlaps and of the days’ replacements in the calendar (multitude Z ). From the temporal 
element calculated at the previous step, we deduct the temporal elements of the versions standing higher 
in priority (registered in the data base afterwards). That is, from the ranges (scopes) of the version validity 
(actuality) we exclude the data already captured by other versions. If for some version the temporal 
element has not been calculated, it will be subjected for a procedure call. 

The general scheme of a recursive calculation of the TE for a train schedule version is given on 
Figure 6.  

 
 

Construction of TE considering 
periodicity and exceptions

Updating of TE considering 
schedule version overlapping and 

dates transferred

),( )(i
fixi tCTE

)( iCTE

Are TE 
of later versions 

constructed?Yes No

Exclusions
EX

Set of 
periodicity 
predicates

Р

Set of dates 
transferred 

Z

Construction of 
TE for later 

version vj

Identification part 
of schedule version 

of train n
vi

(n)

Set of schedule 
versions of train n

V(n)

Formula  (6)

Formula (14)

1

2

 

Figure 6. Algorithm of ТЕ generating 

Presence of the temporal element allows simplifying significantly many of the temporal functions, 
such as defining an actual object version, defining the dots on the valid time axis when a particular object 
version comes out of the “shadow zone”.  

Thus, to define the actual schedule version for the train with number n  we suggest using function 
()ActVer of the type: 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

∅

∈
=

otherwise

;),(if
),(

)(
)(

i
fixiin tCTExv

VxActVer  , (17) 

where x  is the date, which schedule you have to know. 
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The resulting of the function ),( )(nVxActVer is the element of the set )(n
i Vv ∈  presenting  

the sought for actual version. If the train does not ply on the given date x , the function will give back  
the empty set. The guarantee of only one actual version in action is the condition of non-overlapping ТЕ 
of all versions of the train schedule (see the rule in the section 3.2.). 

 
5. Examples of Calculating Temporal Elements 
 

Let us consider an example of calculating temporal elements for different versions of the schedule 
for the train numbered n . The set of versions of train schedule with different periodicity is schematically 
presented on Figure 3 and on Figure 5. As we can see on Figure 3, the train has three schedules 21,vv  and 

3v . Let us fix two versions of the schedule 1v and 2v with the corresponding periodicity attributes wd and 
rd on the period from November 1 to November 30, 2007; the time of fixation of these versions is 
October 10, 2007 correspondingly at hours 12:00 and 14:00, and the third version 3v with the attribute 
Tue, Thu for the period from November 5 till November 25, 2007 is fixed on November 2, 2007. Then we 
have: '07.11.01'1 =t , '07.11.05'2 =t , '07.11.25'3 =t  and '07.11.30'4 =t .  

Figure 5 shows the time period from November 5 till November 25, 2007, when three schedules 
21,vv and 3v are being in use; here: “1” on the axis “Days of week” corresponds to Monday November 5, 

2007; “2” corresponds to Tuesday November 6, 2007, etc. According to formulae (2) we can describe 
each schedule version: 

{ }'15:12',,,'05:11',,07.11.30','.11.0710','00:12.10.0701',, 1011 sswdnv K= ; 

{ }'12:12',,,'00:11',,07.11.30','.11.0710','00:14.10.0701',, 1012 ssrdnv K= ; 

{ }'21:12',,,'10:11',,07.11.25','.11.0750','00:11.11.0702'),(, 1013 ssThuTuenv K∨= . 

Note that in the given examples we show only the first and the last stops of the train schedules to 
simplify the data presentation. 

Since November 19, 2007 was announced a rest-day in Latvia, on that day the trains were plying 
in conformity with the rest-day schedule. Therefore, in our case we have a non-empty set of exceptions 
for the rest-days; in other words we have { }1119)( .rdEX = . Note that here and further on, we do not 
mention the year 2007 to simplify the data presentation. Calculation of the temporal element for the schedule 
version 3v , fixed after the first two versions, is made pretty simply according to formula (5), since we do 
not need the temporal elements of the other schedule versions here: 

( )

}.22.1120.11,15.11,13.11,8.11,6.11,{}22.1120.11,15.11,13.11,8.11,6.11,{
)],11.29,11.5([

)],11.29,11.5([)],11.29,11.5([

)],,([)],,([],),[)(),( 3
)3()3(

3
)3()3(

3
)3(3(

3
)3(

3

=∅−∅∪
=∨∨∨∨∨

−∨∪∨

=¬−∪==

rdSunSatFriWedMonEX
ThuTueEXThuTueBExt

CttEXCttEXCttBExtCTEtCTE esesesfix

 

To calculate the temporal element of the schedule 2v , we need to know the temporal element of 
version 3v  – the only version of the schedule, which is fixed further: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

=−−∪
=−¬−∪

=−=

)()],11.30,11.01([)],11.30,11.01([)],11.30,11.01([
)(],,[],,[],,[

,'00:14.10.0701',

3

32
)2()2(

2
)2()2(

2
)2()2(

)3(
322

CTEwdEXrdEXrdBExt
CTECttEXCttEXCttBExt

tCTECTECTE

eseses

fix

}.25.11 24.11,,11.1918.11,17.11,11.11,10.11,4.11,3.11,{}22.1120.11,15.11,13.11,8.11,6.11,{
}11.19{}25.1124.11,18.11,17.11,11.11,10.11,4.11,3.11,{

=
−∅−∪  

The schedule 1v  is the earliest one, and to calculate its temporal element we need the temporal 
elements of the schedules 2v  and 3v : 
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( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) =∪
−−∪

=∪−¬−∪

=∪−=

)()'00:142007.04.01',(
)],11.30,11.01([)],11.30,11.01([)],11.30,11.01([

)(),(],,[],,[],,[

),(),()(),(

32

3
)2(

21
)1()1(

1
)1()1(

1
)1()1(

)3(
3

)2(
21

)1(
1

CTECTE
rdEXwdEXwdBExt

CTEtCTECttEXCttEXCttBExt

tCTEtCTECTEtCTE

fixeseses

fixfixfix

 

}30.11 28.11, 26.11, 23.11, 21.11, 19.11, 16.11, 14.11, 12.11, 9.11, 7.11, 5.11, 2.11,,11.10{
})29.1127.11,22.11,20.11,15.11,13.11,8.11,6.11,{

}25.1124.11,,11.1918.11,17.11,11.11,10.11,4.11,3.11,({
}11.19{}30.11-26.11 23.11,-19.11 16.11,-12.11 9.11,-5.11 2.11, .11,10{

=
∪

−−∅∪

 

 
6. Conclusions 

 
In the given paper the authors have shown the possibility of using the theory of sets and  

the algebra of logics for the description of the railway schedule system. Realization of the mathematical 
model of railway schedule is performed in the environment of the temporal database, for which  
the periodicity parameters and temporal elements have been defined and the rules of their calculation 
have been formulated. 

The suggested schedule’s support system may serve not only as an informational schedule system 
but also as a part of the management system making it possible to model the railway schedule by 
automatically generating changes options in case of announcing an additional rest-day and be suitable 
also as a part of an analytical system for analysing and predicting passengers’ flows. 

Further guidelines of the current research will be aimed at reaching efficient solutions for realizing 
the considered system with the use of modern database technologies. 
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